Elementary Media Center and Learning Commons Conceptual Imagery
Custom Made Robotics Table with Storage and Robotics Lip
Rechargeable table
STEM MEDIA CENTER

Momentum Vox

Momentum Knack

Momentum Origin

Standard Black Base
Marker Wall Wrapped with Custom Made Lego Wall
ELEMENTARY MEDIA CENTER

Around Circle Tables

Around Middle Tables
Seat Cushion Fabric

Lego Area

Bookcases

Finishes to match photo – accessories not included
Loft Area

- 1. Birch wood Loft
- 2. Carpet Platforms, 6 count
- 3. Tree Canopy
- 4. Leaf mobile
- 5. Area Rug
- 6. Clover Stool-seat w 3 legs
- 7. Makerspace Table
- 8. Tree Trunk and Pebble Stools
Zen Rock Garden

- 1. Pebble bean bag chairs, large and small sizes
- 2. Anemone bean bag chairs, small and large sizes
- Marker Wall
OPEN ROOM

- 1. Stacking Chair with birch wood seat and steel tube frame, 12-1/2”H
- 2. Large and small Pentagon tables with adjustable legs, on glides and casters
- 3. McSquares